A fibre-optic frequency shifter utilising torsional acoustic waves to produce a travelling perturbation which couples the polarisation eigenmodes of a linearly birefringent optical fibre, is demonstrated. The shift in optical frequency was 3.195MHz and an optical coupling efficiency of 6% was obtained with 780mW of electrical power. The theory of operation of this device is presented using a coupled mode approach, and the coupling coefficient for a fundamental torsional mode is derived in terms of its peak angular displacement.
INTRODUCTION
The production of a continuous heterodyne carrier at a suitable frequency for signal processing is an essential feature of many optical fibre sensor systems l• Consequently, an optical frequency shifter in fibre form (as opposed to a bulk-optic device such as a Bragg cell) is a highly desirable component and the development of such devices has attracted a large number of workers in recent years27. The main elements of a fibre-optic frequency shifter are firstly, an optical fibre which in its unperturbed state supports two initially orthogonal optical modes and secondly, a means of inducing a travelling perturbation in such a way that in the perturbed state, optical power can be efficiently exchanged between the modes.
Either a linearly birefringent fibre (for example"2'5), or an overmoded optical fibre4 capable of supporting the two lowest order modes (LPOi and LP1 i) has been used in work reported so far. The method of inducing the travelling perturbation has been to either induce surface acoustic waves on a planar substrate2'7 or a cylindrical substrate3 against which the fibre is clamped, or by means of a flexure wave induced on the fibre itsel$'5'6. In the first class of device the mechanism of mode coupling is that of pressure-induced changes in refrctive index, whilst in the second, the refractive index of the fibre is modified by microbending. In both classes the frequency shift arises due to the travelling nature of the perturbation. The class of device in which the acoustical wave is excited on the 'free' fibre is inherently more efficient than the substrate type; this is simply a consequence of the more efficient concentration of acoustic energy into the vicinity of the fibre core.
As an example of typical relative efficiencies of the 'substrate type' and 'free fibre' devices, a substrate device7 constructed from a slab of PZT 4, onto which interdigital transducers were deposited, had a quoted optical conversion efficiency of --25%, at a continuous electrical power of 6.5 watt. This device was based upon birefnngent fibre of circular cross-section, with an interaction length of approximately 30mm and operated at a frequency of 3MHz (the frequency at which the acoustic wavelength equals the fibre beat length).
In contrast a free fibre device reported in reference4, produced an optical conversion efficiency of 100% at a continuous input electrical power of 0.25 watt. This device was based upon a two-moded fibre, where the frequency of the perturbing flexure wave was 8 MHz , corresponding to a wavelength in quartz equal to the LPoiILPi 1 'beat length'.
Both classes of device, substrate and free fibre, have advantages and disadvantages. The substrate device is potentially more rugged and is tunable2. It uses ordinary birefnngent fibre, producing a frequency shifted output in the lowest order fibre mode. The free fibre devices employing acoustic flexure waves to effect mode coupling tend to be more efficient, but as the light is coupled into higher order fibre modes, this involves extra optical complexity and requires the use of filters, static mode converters, and, preferably, elliptical core fibres to ensure a stable fundamental mode outpul
The device presented here utilises highly linearly birefringent fibre, rather than two-spatial moded fibre, as this will be easier to incorporate into existing sensor systems. The travelling perturbation is an acoustic wave, excited on the free fibre, rather than on a substrate with which the fibre is in close contact, to exploit the greater concentration of acoustic energy in the vicinity of the fibre core. Travelling acoustic waves which may be excited on a rod fall broadly into three categories, longitudinal, flexural and torsional . Longitudinal modes produce no mode coupling and the flexural mode of lowest order is inherently incapable of yielding a birefringent fibre frequency shifter of high efficiency5'8. We have derived the coupling coefficient for a fundamental torsional mode in terms of its peak angular displacement, and have demonsirated the use of such a mode to produce a frequency shift in a birefringent fibre.
THEORY

Coupled mode theory
Utilising coupled mode theory9, the transfer of power between two (or more) optical modes by a travelling acoustic perturbation may be analysed. If the two modes (in this case the polarisation eigenmodes) have associated amplitudes Ai(z) and A2(z),then the coupled mode equations may be written as
where and 2 are the propagation constants of the two modes and K is the angular wavenumber of the perturbation, which is propagating co-directionally with the light in the two modes. (m) is the coupling coefficient for the two modes. Derivation of equations (1 and 2) from the wave equation applied to unperturbed and perturbed expressions for the modal electric fields, [V2..CO(X,Y)..c]E=O (4) gives the following defmition for the coupling coefficient SPIE Vol. 1584 Fiber Optic and Laser Sensors IX(1991) / 365 (m) ?JJE1* Cm(x,y) E2 dA (5) where Ud E2 &e the modal fields and Cm(X,Y) is the mth component of the Fourier series of the perturbation, defined by
where Eij(x,y,z) is the unperturbed dielectric tensor.
Solving equations (1 arid 2) with the initial conditions Ai(O) = I and A2(O) = 0, that is only one eigenmode is populated at the start of the interaction region, yields the following solutions
where a is defined by, a = \Jic*ic+ (4)2 (8) The fraction of power coupled from mode 1 to mode 2 in an interaction length z is therefore given by,
11(1 (2)
Complete power transfer (P(z) 1) can only occur if b43 0. This is known as the longitudinal phase matching condition and from equation (3) is equivalent to matching the spatial period of the perturbation, A =f, to m.LB, where LB i5 the beat length between the two modes. The travelling perturbation gives rise to a frequency shift in the coupled light given by, 2 &D=O)2-O)1= IR ..R I (10) I"2 "II where md i are the optical frequencies associated with modes 1 and 2 of the fibre respectively and I is the angular frequency of the perturbation. For a counterpropagating acoustic wave the frequency shift is of equal magnitude but opposite sign.
If the longitudinal phase matching condition is satisfied then equation (9) reduces to
hence, 100% optical coupling will be achieved in an interaction length z(100%) defined by
2.2 Derivation of the coupling constant Following the method of Pannell5'8 the coupling coefficient may be derived. Working in a co-moving frame so that equations (1-6) contain no explicit time dependance, we now assume that the coupling perturbation takes the form of a fundamental torsional wave which exists on a highly birefringent optical fibre and has a peak angular displacement 0. Furthermore we assume the fast and slow eigenaxes of the fibre are taken to coincide with the x,y coordinate system axes. Hence the rotation of the eigenaxes may be written as = (13) and comparison with equation (6) shows that only the m=1 terms are significant. Utilising Jones matrix notation, the unperturbed dielectric tensor is given by = fJ(x
2k0 ni where k0 is the free space optical wavenumber and II k0ni introduces very little error. Substituting for the permeabilty 2
'o oco = -, where c is the speed of light, and = 2, the coupling coefficient becomes,
Equating (20 and 12) gives the angular displacement required for complete coupling by a torsional perturbation ø(1OO%) (-i:-)
For example, if LB = 1.2 mm and z = 50 cm then 0(100%) = 0.6mmd, which corresponds to a peak surface displacement of 37.5 nm (assuming fibre radius, a = 62.5 jim). For comparison, from5'8 the fibre displacement required for a flexural wave for 100% coupling of polarisation eigenmodes, for fibre of the same radius and length (optical wavelength =632.8 nm), d(100%) = 7.1 pm, that is -190 times greater than for the torsional wave.
3. EXPERIMENTAL
1 Torsional wave generation
The configuration utilised for the generation of torsional waves on an optical fibre is shown schematically in figure 1 . The configuration consists of a small length of fibre joined to the main fibre at right angles; joint 1. A flexural wave is then excited on this side fibre, using a piezoelectric plate resonator and silica horn acoustic amplifier, attached at the distal end of the side-fibre; joint 2. At joint 1 the flexural wave gives rise to bidirectional, travelling torsional waves on the main fibre.
The main advantage of using torsional , rather than flexural, waves to couple optical power between the eigenmodes, is the greatly increased coupling efficiency, combined with less stringent requirements for joining the transducer to the fibre. This is because, for optimum coupling, a flexural wave transducer must be aligned such that the plane of vibration is along the bisector of the birefringence eigenaxes. Furthermore, the joining of a silica horn or side fibre inevitably gives rise to stress within the fibre. Joining at 45 to the fibre eigenaxes is optimal for coupling the eigenaxes and hence built-in stresses give rise to a maximum degree of undesirable static coupling of the modes. In the torsional case there is no 'plane of vibration' to align and hence it is permissible to join the side-fibre at a point directly in line with one of the eigenaxes, giving a minimum of static coupling.
The fibre utilis,ed in experiments was a York Technology 'bow-tie' highly linearly birefringent monomode optical fibre of outer diameter 125 tim. The beatlength of this fibre was measured by launching linearly polarised light at 45 to its eigenaxes and observing the polarisation dependent Rayleigh scattered light emerging from the side of the fibre. The spatial period of the beat pattern thus observed (equal to the fibre beatlength), was measured with a travelling microscope, and found to be LB = 1.2 0.05 mm (optical wavelength = 632.8nm). The silica horns were formed by drawing down short lengths of 4 mm diameter silica rod to a tip diameter of 300im.
The acoustic frequency required to satisfy phase matching may be simply calculated from the torsional wave velocity, ctors = '\/ -p--where 0 is the shear modulus and p is the density. Hence, for the following fibre parameters; G = 31.2 GPa, p = 2.20 x i03 Kgm3 , ctors = 3.77
Frequency shifter evaluation
The torsional wave generator described above formed the basis of a frequency shifter and was incorporated into one arm of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer for evaluation. The highly birefringent fibre was supported such that the device comprised a total interaction length of 600 mm of fibre stripped of its plastic buffer coating, bounded by lengths of unstripped fibre, with the coating acting as acoustic absorbers at either end of the interaction region. The torsional wave excitor was attached close to one end of this stripped section to give a larger interaction length for forward propagating torsional waves than backward propagating waves. The heterodyne interferometric test configuration is shown in figure 2 . The optical source was a helium-neon laser operating at a wavelength of 632.8 nm. The light from this source passed through a Glan-Thomson polariser to ensure it was linearly polarised prior to being amplitude divided by the beamsplitter. One of the beams was injected into the fibre via a halfwave plate such as to populate only one eigenaxis of the fibre (slow axis, say). As this light passed through the fibre, the action of the torsional wave is to couple light to the other eigenmode (fast axis) imparting a frequency shift v. The light exiting the fibre was collimated and passed through a second Glan-Thomson polariser, oriented to transmit only the frequency shifted light coupled to this (fast) eigenmode. The reference path beam traversed a bulk acousto-optic frequency shifter (Bragg cell) which imparted a 40 MHz shift. This light then passed through a halfwave plate and polariser oriented to give a linear state of the same azimuth as the shifted light. The two beams were then recombined at a second beamsplitter and mixed on the surface of an avalanche photodiode.
The frequency spectrum of the output from the detector was investigated using a spectrum analyser. For the ideal case of zero static coupling and 100% dynamic coupling by a monodirectional torsional wave , a single frequency component at a frequency of 40 MHz -v(slow-fast axis coupling = downshift) would be present in the spectrum. In practice three components appear in the spectrum; an unshifted component at the Bragg cell frequency, due to static coupling of the eigenmodes rincipally due to stress at joint 1), the desired (down)shifted component and an undesired (up)shifted component due to the bidirectional generation of the torsional waves.
Optimisation of the coupling, by varying the drive frequency to most accurately match the torsional wavelength to the fibre beatlength, gave an optimal drive frequency of 3.195 MHz . Fig 3(a) shows a spectrum corresponding to upshifting (fast to slow axis), and fig 3(b) shows a trace corresponding to downshifting (slow to fast axis). The maximum coupling efficiency achieved was 6%, with an electrical drive power of 780mW to the piezoelectric transducer. Efficiency may be increased by either increasing the electrical power, increasing the interaction length or by using multiple torsional wave generators attached to the fibre at quarter-acoustic wavelength spacing and excited with a 9O pfr lag between each successive pair (this should also reduce the counterpropagating component). Following the method of Engan et a!1° the efficiency of utilisation of the acoustic power generated by the piezoelectric plate/silica horn may be estimated. Using the dimensions of the present configuration an efficiency of only a few percent is obtained, hence enhanced optical conversion efficiency may be achieved by optimisation of the acoustic design.
CONCLUSION
It has been demonstrated that torsional acoustic waves are a viable method of effecting the mode coupling required in a birefringent fibre frequency shifter. An expression for the theoretical coupling coefficient for this mechanism has been derived and the theory presented indicates that 100% coupling efficiencies are attainable, if the conversion efficiency can be maintained at 100%, no additional components are necessary to separate the shifted and unshifted components, at lower coupling efficiencies separation is achieved with simple polarisation components. Spectra obtained by coupling from: (a) fast to slow axis = upshift (b) slow to fast axis = downshift in each case the drive frequency was 3.195MHz. Vertical scales: Amplitude ; 5dB/div; Upper limit = -5OdBm Horizontal scales: Frequency; 800 Hzjdiv; Center = 40MHz
